
HIST 300KK: America’s Small Wars 
 

THIS COURSE IS AN ELECTIVE IN THE HISTORY MAJOR; 
THIS COURSE IS WRITING- AND SPEAKING-INTENSIVE. 

 

OFFICE: Monroe 217; cferrell@umw.edu (preferred contact method); 654-1476 

 

OFFICE HOURS:  4:00-6:00 MW; 4:00-5:00 F 

        by appointment and walk-ins MTWF evenings 
        by appointment Saturday/Sunday evenings 

 

REQUIRED TEXTS:  
 Lambert, The Barbary Wars: American Independence in the Atlantic World 
 Greenberg, A Wicked War: Polk, Clay, Lincoln, and the 1846 Invasion of Mexico 

Arnold, The Moro War: How America Battled a Muslim Insurgency in the Philippine Jungle, 1902- 
1913  

Richard, When the United States Invaded Russia: Woodrow Wilson’s Siberian Disaster 
 

Articles located 1) through Simpson Library databases and 2) posted on the course website: 

smallwars.ferrellhistory.com 

 

GRADING:                  % 

Discussion (first half)     15 

Discussion (second half)     15 

Discussion/presentation evaluation essays (3)  10    

10-minute presentation           15              

Topic/research description and bibliography    5 

Research paper      25 

Final exam__________________  ____      15________________________________ 
= 100%, based on 10-point scale (e.g., 80-82 = B-; 83-87 = B; 88-89 = B+) 

Note: Individual discussions are not graded; neither are weekly discussion evaluations. All, however, are evaluated to 

determine the mid-semester and end-of-course discussion grades. 

 

Note: The topic approval form is not graded, but not completing it, etc. affects the grade on the research paper. 

 

MIDSEMESTER GRADES are based on discussion and graded writing.  An average of these 

grades that falls below “C” will result in an “Unsatisfactory” midterm grade. 

Course requirements are REQUIREMENTS.  Course deadlines are DEADLINES. 

Failure to complete any requirement (including speaking in discussions and submitting evaluations)                        

means failing the course. 
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HISTORY OBJECTIVES AND GOALS:   

 Comprehension of historical process 
 Ability to analyze sources and arguments 
 Ability to communicate in a group setting 
 Ability to write with clarity about the past 
 

SI OBJECTIVES AND GOALS: 

 Understand and be able to explain the conventions and expectations of oral communication as 
practiced within history 

 Apply theories and strategies for crafting messages (verbal, nonverbal, and visual) for particular 
audiences and purposes 

 Craft oral messages after a conscious process in which various options are reviewed and will be able to 
explain and support their choices. 

 

WI OBJECTIVES AND GOALS: 
 
 Demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of the varying strategies to convey arguments, main ideas and 

support/ evidence 
 Demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of the varying patterns of composition organization and 

development. 
 Demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of the audience, the role of the writer, and rhetorical strategies 
 Demonstrate satisfactory knowledge of writing conventions and correctness. 

 

CALENDAR:  See calendar for class-by-class topics and assignments. 

 

ATTENDANCE:  
 

Each student is allowed two absences in each half of the semester; after that, each absence will 
result in a half-letter grade deduction from the relevant discussion grade.  This policy does not 
distinguish between “excused” and “unexcused” absences; however, students who encounter 
major problems (e.g., family emergencies) should consult with the instructor. 

 

COURSE ETIQUETTE: 
 

Late arrivals can enter only if the door is open, if they have made prior arrangements with the 
instructor, or if the class is watching a film. 

 
No headgear (hats, caps, hoodies, scarves) that interferes with “connection” to classmates/ 
instructor. 

 
 No cell phones (except with instructor’s permission). 
 

*No laptops during discussions and presentations. 
 
 No exiting for water or bathroom breaks unless ill. 

 

 



DISCUSSION: 
 
GOALS:  Students are expected to play an active role in this class in order to  
1) learn about the “small wars” fought by the United States and  
2) learn how to participate in and create an effective discussion.   
 

To accomplish these goals, students must 1) attend class and 2) do the assigned reading.                  
 

In discussions, students are expected to ask questions, answer questions, offer ideas, and suggest 
interpretations; their involvement should be with each other, as well as with the instructor. 
 

FORMAT:  Each assigned reading will be discussed in class.  
 

Discussions will usually be class-long and student-run, although the instructor will participate for 
clarification or direction, to make short contributions (“mini-lectures”), and in “emergencies.” 
 

Students’ discussion grades will be based on how well they demonstrate their understanding of the 
requirements of effective group communication (see handout on Tips for Class Discussion); therefore . . . 
 

THE DISCUSSION GRADE WILL BE BASED ON: 
 
1) middle-of-course one-page analysis of role in discussion (graded) 
2) end-of-course one-page analysis of role/growth during semester (graded) 

3) self/group analysis after discussions (forms are on the course webpage)  

4) meeting(s) with instructor about SI role (required during weeks 3-4) 

5) use of Speaking Center – required  

6) contributions to class discussion (there is no magic number of contributions that determine grades; 

quality counts over quantity) 

7) ** growth/development as discussant 

8) ** level of skills demonstrated at end of course 

9) ** class’s overall handling of discussion topics 

 

**Note: Individual discussions—for the class and for individual students—are not graded. 

 

WEEKLYEVALUATIONS: required to pass the course. Not graded individually. 
 

Submit electronically (i.e., e-mail) an evaluation for each discussion week.  Submit by 5 p.m. 
Saturday.  (No not submit an evaluation for each individual discussion.) 

 ** No late or incorrectly submitted evaluation will be accepted, credited, reviewed, or returned. 

TITLE E-MAIL (“subject” line) AND ATTACHMENT:  

Your last name    discussion   week number (as indicated on webpage): 
 
   e.g., Anderson discussion 2 
 

PRESENTATION: 
10-minute presentation on research conclusions. Prepared with Speaking Center and instructor.  
Peer-reviewed.  Taped and reviewed with Speaking Center. Reviewed with instructor. 



 

SPEAKING CENTER REQUIREMENT: Each student must go to the Speaking Center . . .  

 
(1) to plan for the 10-minute presentation 
(2) to review tape of 10-minute presentation 

  
(3) Students are strongly encouraged to use the Speaking Center to review concerns and problems 

in class discussions. 
 

NOTE: Each failure to go to the Speaking Center for the presentations will result in a 10-point 
penalty on the presentation. 
 
 

RESEARCH/WRITING ASSIGNMENTS: 
 

1) One-page essays at midterm and end of semester evaluating discussion role and discussions. 
2) Discussion evaluations and peer reviews. Not for separate grade (discussion evaluations affect 

discussion grades; peer reviews affect discussion and paper grades). 
3) One-page essay evaluating the 10-minute presentation. 
4) Topic/Bibliography (1 page). 
5) Research paper (12-15 pages). 

 
** The research papers will be compiled into a class “book,” as well as posted (with their power 
point) on the course website as required material for all students. 
 

See separate instructions for each of the above assignments. 

 

WRITING in general: 
 
Good writing requires careful thinking -- about the topic, about the needs of the reader, about mechanics.  
Thus, the grade for each writing assignment will reflect what the paper demonstrates about more than 
grammatical accuracy or the logic of the contents.  Because good history has to be conveyed through clear 
writing, writing and content cannot be separated.  Thus, both will affect paper grades. 
 
CHECKLIST:  Students must use the Chicago Manual (available on-line through Simpson Library’s databases) 

and the Checklist of helpful hints, guidelines, and rules (available on the course webpage).  Failure to do so 

will affect a paper’s grade. 

 

LATE PENALTY: All papers -- original or revised -- will be penalized 5 points for each 12 hours (or part 
thereof) they are late.  
 

Penalties hurt, but in terms of the impact on a course grade, better late than never (especially as 
“never” equals failure to complete course requirements and thus failure of the course). 

 

WRITING CENTER REQUIREMENT: Each student must go to the Writing Center  

 (1) at least once before Spring Break (penalty on topic/research description paper) 

 (2) at least once after (penalty on research paper) NOTE: before last week of classes. 

 



Students can go to discuss pre-writing ideas, a paper draft, feedback from the out-of-class meeting, 

a particular writing question or problem, etc.   

 

SPEAKING CENTER REQUIREMENT: Each student must go to the Speaking Center  

 
(1) to review personal issues/angles/concerns related to class discussion (BEFORE FALL BREAK) 
(2) to plan for the 10-minute presentation 
(3) to review tape of the 10-minute presentation 

  
**Students are strongly encouraged to use the Speaking Center for additional meetings to review concerns 
and problems related to class discussions. 
 

Note: Each failure to go to the Speaking Center for the presentation will result in a 10-point penalty 
on the presentation. 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR MEETING REQUIREMENT: Each student must meet with the instructor 

 

(1) At least once during weeks 3-4 to discuss their contributions in class and their discussion 

evaluations. 

(2) To discuss and then confirm their research topics (approval due by October 7 [week 6]) 

(3) To discuss their plans for their 10-minute presentation (weeks 12-15) 

(4) To discuss feedback on and plans for their research paper (week 12) 

 

 

FINAL EXAM: The final is a comprehensive essay test.  All course material – whether or not it was 

covered in discussions and papers – will be on the final.  The exam includes instructor’s “mini-lectures” 
during discussions and all student papers and power points (posted on the course website). 
 
 

The OFFICE OF DISABILITY RESOURCES has been designated by the University of Mary 

Washington as the primary office to guide, counsel, and assist students with disabilities.  If you receive 
services through that office and require accommodations for this class, please make an appointment with 
me as soon as possible to discuss your approved accommodations.  I will hold any information you share 
with me in strictest confidence unless you give me permission to do otherwise. 

If you have not made contact with the Office of Disability Resources and have reasonable accommodation needs, I will 
be happy to help you contact them.  The office will require appropriate documentation of a disability. 

Office of Disability Resources     401 Lee Hall 540-654-1266  ods@umw.edu 

HONOR CODE:  All written work—drafts, rewrites, evaluations, peer reviews, etc.—must be the 

student’s own work, although students are encouraged to use the Writing Center as frequently as they wish 
(and must use it at least twice during the semester).   
 
If someone other than a Writing Center tutor helps in any way with an assignment, indicate that in the 
honor pledge.  (Plus, that person MUST do no more than read and provide oral feedback; he/she cannot 
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provide written “revisions” or “suggestions.”  In the context of this course, to do so is a violation of the 
Honor Code.) 
 
All papers must reflect a student’s research and thinking.  While he/she can discuss ideas with others—and 
he/she is certainly encouraged to consult with the instructor on any question or issue—the assignment 
must be his/her own work. 
 
Provide the full Honor Pledge on the research paper.  For all other assignments (hard copy and electronic), 
“I pledge” is sufficient. For electronically submitted writing, the pledge can be either on the paper or in the 
e-mail. 
 
 
 
 
 

Course materials will be on the course website (smallwars.ferrellhistory.com).   

Students MUST check regularly for course assignments, instructions, and announcements. 

Failure to check does not exempt a student from penalties                                                           
resulting from a missed or incorrect assignment. 

Materials will be added throughout the semester as the instructor discovers or prepares          
useful readings, charts, etc. 

Adjustments in dates and assignments are possible. 

 

 

 
 
After you have read this syllabus, send an e-mail to the instructor (cferrell@umw.edu) to indicate that you 
have done so and that you understand and will adhere to course policies. 

Under the Honor Code, you may not tell classmates about this requirement. 
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